LABODACTA –
LEARNING EVEN BETTER IN THE SCHOOL LABORATORY
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WESEMANN –
INNOVATION FOR SCHOOL
AND LABORATORY
Wesemann belongs to the leading producers of high-class laboratory furniture systems and furniture
for scientific classrooms in Europe. For more than 50 years our corporation has been standing for
innovative, user-friendly and variable solutions.

We are dedicated to get to know our customers’ ideas in
detail to support them with our furniture concepts at our
very best. This particularly applies for science classes at
school. The joy of learning and an efficient communication
of learning content highly depend on a state-of-the-art and
practice-oriented design of the scientific classroom.
With the LABOdacta series Wesemann provides the very best
conditions for schools.
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Basics for modern learning
The LABOdacta series is suitable for any teaching method

Ergonomically designed furniture systems are the basics for

the Serviceboard Pro and the Serviceterminal Pro enable a

a successful and safe performance of an experiment. No

flexible arrangement of the furniture.

matter whether group or teacher-centred classes: with the
LABOdacta series schools are able to perfectly adapt to any

Please have a look on the matrix to find the LABOdacta

room conditions and teaching requirements. Particularly the

system suitable for your requirements.

ceiling solutions for the ERGOline Servicerail, the Servicerail,
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Design examples for 32 students
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NEW:
Servicerail ERGOline
With the ERGOline Servicerail schools can create
ergonomic and examplary places for learning. The slim
and robust lift arm combines all connections in a compact way. It swivels downward from the ceiling and
provides the required energy and data connections
right on the spot of the respective place for learning.
Furthermore ERGOline may be variably equipped with
the respective service connections required.
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Servicerail ERGOline –
Excellent Ergonomics at the Workplace

Optimum Accessibility - Maximum Safety
ERGOline will become operational in no time: at the push of

Additional safety plus: Since service outlet points supplied

a button the lift arm softly moves down which is perfect for

from above, tangled up cables and hoses no longer pose a

those with limited body reach. Compared to a stationary non-

tripping hazard. Integrated LED technology provides glare-

height-adjustable ceiling systems without height adjustment

free and energy-efficient work surface illumination.

this is a considerable advantage.
ERGOline is not just handy - it is safe! When in idle state,
i.e. when the lift arm is folded up, the sockets and gas
valves are covered and thus protected against manipulation.
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Servicerail ERGOline –
Well thought-out technology for a safe
learning process
The ERGOline Servicerail provides the control elements and

The slim ERGOline system consists of a horizontally routed

outlet points at a working position of approx. 1.56 to 1.81 m

aluminium profile construction. The swivel arm equipped with

above the floor. That way the services are at reaching height

the services is made of sheet steel and is covered by a panel

for students from the secondary stage of education. The

of HPL material. It is ready for use within just 10 seconds.

highest safety standards are met by a slipping clutch.
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True flexibility comes from above
Science Teaching Laboratory Layouts are set in
different ways today. Multi-functional lessons require
flexibility with a brilliant solution that meets the requirements of modern education in the best possible way.
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LABOdacta Servicerail
Perfect for any teaching method

Compact Design
The Servicerail combines luminaries and service outlets in

work station. Sophisticated lighting technology integrated in

one unit. Lighting and service outlets have been integrated

the Servicerail ensures glare-free and shadow-free illumina-

into one single unit, so that students can access all kinds of

tion of your work station and the entire room - according to

media like gas, power and computer network directly at their

the current standard, of course.
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LABOdacta Servicerail
True flexibility comes from above

The LABOdacta Servicerail is suspended at a set height of

supply of services are implemented by pendant profiles of

approx. 2 m from the lower edge of the floor, and also the

aluminium positioned on the raw ceiling.

control elements and outlet points are located at that height.
Thanks to the well thought-out construction the services are
Like ERGOline the LABOdacta Servicerail is also produced

always visible for the student. They are easy to access above

as an aluminium profile construction which is horizontally

head-height and can easily be coupled from below. Their high

routed. The fixation and the load transmission as well as the

equipment density is also very useful.
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Serviceboard Pro
The LABOdacta Serviceboard Pro can be adapted
to any learning and experimenting situation. Due to
the supply of services on the spotabove, the student
can use power or gas directly at his place for learning. And also from an aesthetical point of view the
Serviceboard inspires confidence due to its flexibility:
clear lines and the neutral, grey surface provide the
designer with great freedom for any options to design
the scientific classrooms.
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Serviceboard Pro
A clear concept makes learning more easy.

Flexible and future-oriented

All services in a compact form

Contrary to conventional furniture systems, the LABO-

The LABOdacta Serviceboard Pro serves as an alignment

dacta Serviceboard Pro supplies the student workplaces

for all supply and disposal pipes and routes them to the set

from above. The arrangement of the furniture can be freely

supply terminals. Therefore also subsequent changes of

changed and perfectly adapted to either teacher-centred or

the supply of services are easily possible, particularly since

group teaching methods, or to different teaching require-

elaborate installation works can now be omitted to a great

ments. The scientific classrooms can thus be used in a versa-

extent. Grouping of services, an efficient arrangement of the

tile and more flexible way. Thus the Serviceboard Pro has also

pipes and concentrated technology – that’s the way a clear

been designed up for any future methods of teaching.

supply concept for a school laboratory has to look like!
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Serviceboard Pro
Versatile right to the detail

For the individual design the LABOdacta Serviceboard Pro

ceiling elements are the basis for free and unhindered work.

provides a great variety of options. Room and workplace light-

Because of the length grid with its connection profiles in X

ing can be integrated into the system just as well as a data

and T shapes any room layout may be implemented and the

network supply and a BUS-controlled room management

supply of services may be routed to an exactly defined spot.

system with individual locks. Furthermore the Serviceboard
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LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro
By means of the infinitely variable electric height
adjustment, the LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro can
easily and safely route services such as power, compressed air, water, sewage or IT data to the students’
workplaces. A compact and cost-efficient option to
meet the demands of ever new teaching methods and
room structures.
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Serviceterminal Pro
Energy under control

Designed for the hard daily routine at school
With the robust LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro scientific

This extremely compact design of the Serviceterminal

classrooms can be equipped according to the latest state-

provides a maximum flexibility to make use of the room. Due

of-the-art without charging the budget more than necessary.

to an infinitely variable height adjustment the Serviceterminal

Based on a central feeding point in the room all supply pipes

Pro can be moved upwards to completely remove the service

are routed to the Serviceterminal Pro through an installation

outlet points from the students’ area of access, thus exclud-

duct and a cable trailing system. The unit is suspended

ing unauthorized use.

on electric-driven adjustable lifting columns and holds all
services required for the experiments.
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LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro
Modern supply of services – economic and
practice-oriented
The Serviceterminal Pro is controlled by the teacher through
a central control unit. The electro-driven height adjustment
positions the units in idle position on the ceiling and thus outside the students’ grab-range. An additional benefit is that
neither the acoustics nor the light or views are impaired in the
scientific classroom. Steel profiles anchored throughout the
entire room ceiling provide a safe hold.
The Serviceterminal is designed in a simple and studentfriendly manner. Therefore the respective connections are
clearly marked and the students can easily connect the
services. This technology makes learning fun!
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Desk systems and student energy columns
If the lessons make fun because of the working basics being well thought-out from an ergonomic viewpoint, learning becomes a success. The LABOdacta
desk systems and student energy columns provide
ideal conditions for group-centred lessons – a classic teaching method for science classes: the test rig
is set up in the centre and the students are sitting all
around it.
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Desk systems/Student
energy columns
Working centrally – learning in the team
Classic furniture arrangement for scientific classrooms
Learning begins with the right desk systems. The LABOdacta

The LABOdacta energy column stands in the centre of at-

series offers the planners an extensive range of desk types

tention as the central element. It is fixed on the floor and the

in a great variety – with C-frame or with a 4-legged frame,

desks may be freely grouped around it. The ideal construc-

height adjustable or with the option for floor fixation.

tion to change the seating arrangement for a group-centred
class with just a few simple steps.
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Desk systems/Student
energy columns
Best conditions for safe experiments

The robust desks with either melamine, solid grade laminate or stoneware compound worktops are available up to a
length of 2,400 mm. They meet highest quality demands and
can cope with any requirements of teaching methods and
classroom sizes.
The LABOdacta energy column can also be flexibly adapted
to its respective tasks. It is available with the most versatile
configurations for the supply of gas and water, with single or
multi service valves as well as with basins and covers in various materials. The electric equipment of the energy column
provides sockets with child protection, selective tension jacks
and an RJ45 network connection.
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LABOdacta
Wesemann also offers a suitable “periphery” around
the student experimenting technology: an extensive
range that has been developed with the very same
meticulous precision and know-how as the service
systems. A practice-oriented and ergonomic design
as well as safe and innovative technology let you feel
our experience in the field of laboratory production
gained throughout five decades – this simply makes
learning a success.
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LABOdacta – the complete range
Solutions around scientific classes

A well thought-out construction for successful classes
Teacher experimenting workplaces as well as preparation and

Installed in a modular and compact way they provide direct

presentation technologies belong to the Wesemann range just

access to all safety-related control elements and control func-

as well as cabinet systems and safety cabinets to store haz-

tions. Owing to a great selection of underbench units and

ardous substances, and rounded off by fume cupboards to

worktops they can be perfectly adapted to the requirements

safely work during the lessons. The concept behind LABO-

for scientific classrooms. The result: a comfortable experimen-

dacta is to think things through to the end. There are no “half-

tal set-up and a living and exciting presentation in front of the

done” solutions. Let us explain this philosophy by using the

class.

example of the teacher experimenting workplaces:
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LABOdacta – the complete range
Tried and tested elements for the scientific classroom

A successful communication of teaching contents depends

Professional fume cupboard systems – stationary and mo-

on many factors. Functional furniture is part of it – but also

bile – ensure a safe exhaust of hazardous substances cre-

safe technology is of great importance particularly for chem-

ated during experiments. In addition, the mobile solutions are

istry and biology classes. Here as there the LABOdacta

absolutely equal to the capacity of the stationary ones. The

range provides convincing solutions meeting highest quality

mobile fume cupboard Uni Demo, for example, offers two

demands. With regard to cabinet systems this means furni-

exhaust air ducts for a particularly efficient exhaust of harmful

ture in a highly robust execution meeting the demands of an

gas. At the same time the interior of the fume cupboard may

intensive use for many years.

be used throughout the complete opening width.
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The best basis for a long economic life
You can rely on a manufacturer who not only meets the re-

mands of the daily routine at school. However, in case of

quirements of the DIN EN ISO 9001 standard but also the

damage Wesemann provides quick and reliable help: our ex-

ones stipulated in BS OHSAS 18001. Wesemann supplies

perienced staff carries out repairs within the scope of the ex-

tested quality “Made in Germany”.

tensive warranty period of at least 24 months or according to
contract, respectively, but of course also beyond those many

LABOdacta furniture systems are designed for the high de-

years during which the furniture system is in use.

ISO 9001
OHSAS 18001
The process quality in our corporation is ensured by the introduction and implementation of the DIN EN ISO 9001 and OHSAS
18001 quality management. Not only the
processes within the corporation were
documented but also a continuous control
of the instructions is guaranteed and thus a
constant quality of the products is ensured.

Our contribution to more safety in scientific
classrooms: within the scope of an extensive quality control the production process
is continuously documented and checked
for meeting the standards by TÜV Product
Service.

Our scientific classroom furniture system
LABOdacta is GS marked. This safety-related test carried out by TÜV according to
the product safety act certifies absolutely
perfect, safe and school-friendly standards
for our furniture. This is a necessary condition for schools as safety is our top-priority
objective.
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Competence sets an example
Service and maintenance – for optimum safety in the
daily school routine
infralab – your service partner for everything
around the school laboratory
Handling laboratory technology is a very sensitive subject,
particularly in a teaching environment, requiring skilled people
not only for the safety of teachers and students but also with
regard to a regular and professionally documented certified
maintenance according to the current standards. This provides for legal certainty in case of damage.
This kind of tasks is perfectly handled by infralab, Wesemann’s service division. The infralab experts take over all
service and maintenance tasks incl. repeat tests and safety
inspections in regular cycles as predefined by the legislator.
The inspections are carried out according to the requirements of GUV, BG Chemie as per TRGS 526 and the edict
for workplaces. Therefore you can be sure that the scientific
classroom is always up to date from a technological point
of view. infralab will of course inform you in due time about
forthcoming inspection dates.
Make use of the infralab service –
Just call: +49 42 42 78 04-0 or write an e-mail to service@infralab.com | www.infralab.com

All mechanical services installations are
executed according to the standards and
guidelines of the German association for gas
and water (DVGW), and are factory-tested
and documented by means of a certificate.
In case we are in charge of the connection
works an additional test is made on site.

Electric installations are executed according
to the legal regulations of the German association of electrical engineers (VDE), particularly according to VDE 0100 part 723 and
part 724. All installations are subject to an
extensive test according to DIN 57100/VDE
0100 part 600 which is documented in a test
certificate.

We, of course, take into account all relevant EN or DIN regulations. As a result,
all Wesemann fume cupboard systems are
type-tested, for example. Our planning department puts into effect an ideal use of the
room by taking into consideration all current
rules and regulations of trade associations
and the municipal accident insurance association. LABOdacta is designed for science
classes in all schools.
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